Wayne State University – Innovations in Teaching & Learning Luncheon – Detroit,
MI – March 19, 2019
Tobin, “5 Teaching Secrets for Success with Today’s Mobile, Time-Crunched
Students”
Participant Rating Results
Attendance: 82

Respondents: 21

1. This session’s information will be useful to me in my job.
2. The description matched what I experienced in the session.
3. The facilitator demonstrated good presentation skills.
4. Over all, this was a good session.
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5. In a few words, share your over-all impression of this session.
















I learned quite a bit but the presentation could have been more concise and to the point. Also, excessive Star Wars references.
Great tips of incorporating technology → showed in presentation. Entertaining speaker (Star Wars theme was fun).
A good start for my thoughts—now for some formulations.
Perfect topic; good ideas. A few new ones for me to implement. New technology ideas. Energetic speaker! Passionate.
Probably could do it in a shorter amount of time, or same time with more depth + breadth. Good handout with key points.
Action based worksheet.
Great ideas, presented in an accessible way.
Well prepared with back information to bring out ideas for presentation. I felt that the Detroit Metro demographics made the
presentation more pertinent to persons listening to the lecture.
Top notch. Well done. More faculty should have been invited to fill empty seats.
One of the best presentations I have attended. Thank you to the presenter, & thank you OTL for organizing. The strategies
were extremely useful. My expectations were exceeded. The speaker demonstrated amazing presentation skills. This was an
excellent keynote.
Even though I have never been a STAR WARS follower, I may be interested in it now. The presentation was extremely
engaging & all the information is extremely relevant in any instruction setting (not only class room). Thank you!
It was a good keynote overall. What would be really great if OTL could share how to use the text/function within Canvas and
easy video upload functions as a follow-up after today’s presentation.
This presenter was excellent at engaging us while modeling good teaching style.
This is new information for me—well worth my time to attend!
Valuable, helpful, and entertaining.
A good reminder for course design.
Excellent.

